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A vision for History at John Ball School
The significance of the History curriculum is that it can teach us about how different
people across varying cultures and societies, in different places, across vast stretches
of time relate to each other and affect the world and society we live in today. At John
Ball, we offer a History curriculum which inspires children to be more curious about the
world and its people, both past and present. Through our curriculum, our pupils have a
means by which to apply their own direct experiences of the world and develop and
extend it within a historical context. Pupils will develop a broad and comprehensive
knowledge of Britain’s past early on in their education, and over time build on this as
well their understanding of significant people and events in world history. Pupils will
also revisit History topics, providing them with opportunities to apply related
knowledge, ideas and concepts—a technique called interleaving—allowing them to
store information more deeply, challenging them to identify patterns and form
connections.
As well as a historical understanding, at John Ball we draw from our rich locality as a
source of learning based on first-hand experience and we place children’s learning in
a personal context. The chronology of the curriculum is designed to be reflective and
responsive to the development of children’s ever expanding world view as well as their
growing capacity to understand more complex concepts rooted in history, such as
democracy and ancient Greece.
Our History curriculum is designed to allow children to be critical thinkers with the
skills to seek relevant information across all topics. It is by developing these critical
reasoning skills, the ability to ask important questions, evaluate information from a
variety of sources and form well-rounded perspectives/judgements that we aim to
contribute to the growth of young, accountable world citizens.
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OVERVIEW

EYFS
Reception

Key Stage 1
Year 1

Lower KS2
Year 2

Year 3

Upper KS2
Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Black history month
Black History of Britain Timeline
Autumn 1

All about me:
celebrating
diversity!

Muhammed Ali

Nelson Mandela

HISTORY
REVISITED:
-Timelines
- The UK: Kings,
Queens and
Leaders

HISTORY
REVISITED:
-Timelines –
Ancient Greece
- Historical sources
– Ancient Greece

Stone Age to the
Iron Age

Ancient Rome

The UK: Kings,
Queens and
Leaders

HISTORY
REVISITED:
-Great Fire of
London
-London on a
timeline

HISTORY
REVISITED:
-Timelines – Stone
Age to the Iron Age
- Historical sources
- Stone Age to the
Iron Age

HISTORY
REVISITED:
-Timelines –
Ancient Greece &
Rome
- Historical sources
– Ancient Greece &
Rome

HISTORY
REVISITED:
-Significant figure:
Christopher
Columbus

Travel and Transport

Ancient Greece

Ancient Egypt

The Land
Before Time

HISTORY
REVISITED:
-My local area:
Change within living
memory

Once Upon a
Time

All Creatures
Great and Small

Spring 2

The abolition of
slavery
Martin Luther King
– I have a dream

HISTORY
REVISITED:
-Timelines
The UK: Kings,
Queens and Leaders
-The history of
London Zoo
Great Fire of London

Toys: Past and
Present

Autumn 2

Summer 1

Rosa Parks

Black History Month
Sporting
Achievements

Celebrations:
what a bang!

Spring 1

Mary Seacole

HISTORY
REVISITED:
-Timelines – Stone
Age to the Iron Age
- Historical sources
– Stone Age to the
Iron Age
Vikings and AngloSaxons

HISTORY
REVISITED:
-Timelines –
Ancient Civilisations
- Historical sources
– Ancient
Civilisations
- The Shang
Dynasty of Ancient
China
Early Islamic
Civilisation

Windrush 1948 - A
Journey

HISTORY
REVISITED:
-Timelines – Early
Islamic Civilisation

Medicine and
Disease

HISTORY
REVISITED:
-Timelines –
Mayans –
Christopher
Columbus –
History of America
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Summer 2

HISTORY
REVISITED:
-Timelines – my own
timeline (links to
PSHE)

HISTORY
REVISITED:
-By the seaside
(historical sources)

HISTORY
REVISITED:
-Timelines –
Ancient Greece &
Rome
-Timelines – Recent
European History

-Timelines – Recent
European History

The Mayans
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SKILLS

EYFS

Chronological understanding

Nursery

Key Stage 1
Reception

o Retell a
simple past event
in correct order
(e.g. went
downslide, hurt
finger). (Speaking
30- 50m)

o Talk about
past and present
events in my own
life and in the
lives of people
around them.
(P&C; ELG)

o Retell
significant events
in my own
experience
o (P&C 3050m)

o Understand
and use
vocabulary such
as:
yesterday, last
week, at the
weekend,
this morning, last
night

o Understand
and use
vocabulary such
as:

yesterday, last
week, at the
weekend,
this morning, last 
night.





To show interest
in the lives of
people who are
familiar to them.
remember and
talk about
significant events
in their own
experiences.
To recognise and
describe special
times or events

Year 1

Lower KS2
Year 2

o Sequence
events in their life
since they were
born.
o Sequence 3
or 4 artefacts on
a time line.
o Label
timelines with
pictures, words or
phrases
o Talk about
how things have
changed since
the people
around us were
children.
o Use dates to
talk about people
or events from
the past. (when
appropriate)

o Sequence
events or
artefacts in order
on a timeline.
o Label
timelines with
pictures, words or
phrases and give
reasons for their
order.
o Use dates to
talk about people
or events from
the past (when
appropriate).
o Connect new
learning of
historical people
or events to
others that I have
learnt about
before.

o Understand
and use
vocabulary such
as:
in order, a long
time ago,
recently, in
the …… times

o Understand
and use
vocabulary such
as:
decades and
centuries,
modern, oldfashioned,
timeline

Year 3
o Place the time
studied on a time
line
o Use dates
and terms related
to the study unit
and passing of
time.
o Sequence
several events or
artefacts on a
timeline within a
specific time in
history.
o Understand
and use
vocabulary such
as:
dates, BC, AD,
time period,
change, ancient,
century, decade.

Upper KS2
Year 4

Year 5

o Place events,
artefacts and
historical figures
from period
studied on time
line.
o Use dates
and historical
terms to describe
events.
o Understand
the concept of
change over time,
representing this,
along with
evidence, on a
time line.

o Know and
sequence key
events of time
studied
o Use relevant
terms and period
labels when
describing
events.
o Make
comparisons
between different
times in the past
o Place current
study on time line
in relation to
other studies.

o Understand
and use
vocabulary such
as:
dates, time
period, era,
change,
chronology,
ancient, century,
decade.

Understand and
use vocabulary
such as: era,
chronology,
continuity,
change, century,
decade.

Year 6
o Create
timelines which
outlines the
development of
specific features,
such as
medicine.
o Use dates
and historical
terms
accurately in
describing events.
Describe the main
changes in a
period of history
(using terms such
as:
social, religious,
political,
technological
and cultural).
Understand and
use vocabulary
such as: era,
chronology,
continuity, change,
century, decade,
legacy, social,
religious, political,
technological
and cultural.
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for family or
friends.

Range and depth of historical knowledge













To show interest
in different
occupations and
ways of life.
To know some of
the things that
make them
unique, and to
talk about some
of the similarities
and differences in
relation to friends
or family
To talk about past
and present
events in their
own lives and in
the lives of family
members.
To know about
similarities and

o Recognise the
difference
between past and
present in their
own and others’
lives
o Know and
recount episodes
from stories
about the past
o Recognise
why people did
things in the past,
why events
happened and
what happened
as a result.
o Identify
differences
between ways of
life at different
times.
Understand and
use vocabulary
such as: facts,
events, actions.

o Recount the
main events from
a significant
event in history.
o Describe the
differences
between then and
now.
o Look at
evidence to give
and explain
reasons why
people in the
past may have
acted in the way
they did.
Understand and
use vocabulary
such as: time
periods, causes,
remember.

o Use evidence
to reconstruct life
during the time
period studied
o Identify key
features and
events during
time period
studied.
o Identify links
to other time
periods studied
and begin to
consider the
cause and effect
of the time period
studied.

o Use evidence
to describe some
events during the
time period
studied
o Use evidence
to describe how
life was for
different people
during the time
period studied,
e.g. men/ women
or rich/poor
o Examine
causes and
results of great
events and the
impact on people.

o Know key
dates, characters
and events of
time studied
o Use evidence
to describe
similarities and
differences
between some
people, events
and artefacts
studied.
o Compare
beliefs and
behaviour with
another time
studied.

o Explain past
events in terms of
cause and effect
using evidence to
support and
illustrate their
explanation
Give own
reasons why
changes may
have occurred,
supported by
evidence.
o Make links
between some of
the features of
past societies.
(e.g. religion,
houses, society,
technology.)
o Describe how
historical events
studied
affect/influence
life today.
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Interpretations of history

differences
between
themselves and
others, and
among families,
communities and
traditions.






To comment and
ask questions
about aspects of
their familiar
world, such as
the place where
they live or the
natural world.
To talk about
some of the
things they have
observed, such
as plants,
animals, natural
and found
objects.

o Distinguish
between fact and
fiction through
understanding of
stories.
o Compare at
least two versions
of a past event.
o Discuss the
different ways
that the past is
represented.
o Respond to
questions using a
range of
artefacts/
photographs/pictu
res provided.
o Understand
and use
vocabulary such
as: find out,
explain, reasons,
events.

o Compare
pictures or
photographs of
people or events
in the past
o Recognise
that some forms
of evidence are
more reliable
than others when
finding out about
the past
o Identify and
give reasons for
different ways in
which the past is
represented
o Understand
and use
vocabulary such
as: causes,
consequences,
impact.

o Explore the
idea that there
are different
accounts of
history.
o Distinguish
between different
sources.
o Compare
different versions
of the same story.

o Begin to
evaluate the
usefulness of
different sources
o Compare
different accounts
of the same event
in history and
identify
differences
o Offer some
reasons for
different versions
of events.

o Link sources
and work out how
conclusions were
arrived at.
o Consider
ways of checking
the accuracy of
interpretations –
fact or fiction and
opinion.
o Give reasons
why there may be
different accounts
of history.
o Evaluate
evidence to
choose the most
reliable forms.

o Understand
that some
evidence from the
past is
propaganda,
opinion or
misinformation,
and that this
affects
interpretations
of history.
o Evaluate
evidence to
choose the most
reliable forms.
o Know that
people both in the
past have a point
of view and that
this can affect
interpretation.
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Historical enquiry







To talk about why
things happen
and how things
work.
To develop an
understanding of
growth, decay
and changes over
time.
To look closely at
similarities,
differences,
patterns and
change.
To know about
similarities and
differences in
relation to places,
objects, materials
and living things.
To talk about the
features of their
own immediate
environment and
how
environments
might vary from
one another.

o Find answers
to questions by
using different
sources, such as
an information
book or pictures,
or through
observations of
artefacts.
o Demonstrate
some
understanding of
how people find
out about the
past.
o Ask questions
such as: What
was it like for
people? What
happened? How
long ago?

o Observe small
details from
sources such as
artefacts and
pictures
o Select and
record
information
relevant to the
study
o Begin to use
the library and
internet for
research.
o Ask questions
such as: What
was it like for
people? What
happened? How
long ago? Why
did this happen?

Understand and
use vocabulary
such as: wonder,
find out, questions,
history, objects,
information,
historians,
investigate.

o Understand
and use
vocabulary such
as: evidence,
collect, historical,
research, sources
of information,
resources,
artefacts.

o Use printed
sources (e.g.
archive materials)
the internet,
pictures,
photographs,
music, artefacts,
historic buildings,
visits to
museums,
galleries and
historical sites as
evidence about
the past.
o Use evidence
to build up a
picture of a past
event
o Ask questions
such as: What
happened? How
long before/
after… did this
happen? Why did
this happen?
How do we
know..?

o Use
documents,
printed sources
(e.g. archive
materials) the
internet, pictures,
photographs,
music, artefacts,
historic buildings,
visits to
museums,
galleries and
historical sites as
evidence about
the past.
o Choose
relevant material
to present a
picture of one
aspect of life in
time past
o Begin to
identify primary
and secondary
sources
o Ask questions
such as: What
happened? How
long before/
after… did this
happen? Why did
this happen?
How do we
know..?

o Select
relevant sections
of information
from primary and
secondary
sources.
o Use
documents,
printed sources
(e.g. archive
materials) the
internet, pictures,
photographs,
music, artefacts,
historic buildings,
visits to
museums,
galleries and
historical sites as
evidence about
the past with
increasing
confidence.
o Recognise
primary and
secondary
sources.
o Ask questions
such as: What
event caused this
to happen? How
long before/
after… did this
happen? Did
….cause this
event to happen?
How do we
know..?

o Use a range
of sources to find
out about a
period of time in
the past
o Use
knowledge
gathered from
several primary
and secondary
sources to create
in a fluent
account of a
period of history.
o Choose
reliable sources
of evidence to
answer
questions,
realising that
there is often not
a single answer
to historical
questions.
o Investigate
own lines of
enquiry by posing
questions to
answer.
o Ask questions
such as: What
event caused this
to happen? How
long before/
after… did this
happen? Did
….cause this
event to happen?
How do we
know..? What
makes this
source reliable?

Organisation and communication
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o Sort events or
objects into
groups (i.e. then
and now.)
o Use timelines
to order events or
objects.
Tell stories about
the past.
o Talk, write
and draw about
things from the
past.

o Describe
objects, people or
events in history.
o Use timelines
to order events or
objects or place
significant
people.
o Communicate
ideas about
people, objects or
events from the
past by speaking,
writing, drawing,
role-play,
storytelling and
using ICT.

o Communicate
ideas about the
past using
different genres
of writing,
drawing,
diagrams, datahandling, drama
role-play,
storytelling and
using ICT.
o State
conclusions,
giving reasons for
my ideas.
o Use some
dates and
historical terms to
support my
reasoning.

o Communicate
ideas about from
the past using
different genres
of writing,
drawing,
diagrams, datahandling, drama
role-play,
storytelling and
using ICT.
o State
conclusions,
giving reasons
based on
evidence.
o Use dates
and historical
terms to support
my reasoning.

o Communicate
ideas about from
the past using
different genres
of writing,
drawing,
diagrams, datahandling, drama
role-play,
storytelling and
using ICT.
o Plan and
present a selfdirected research
about the studied
period.
o Make clear
conclusions
supported by
evidence (from
my sources) and
reasons

o Communicate
ideas about from
the past using
different genres
of writing,
drawing,
diagrams, datahandling, drama
role-play,
storytelling and
using ICT.
o Plan and
present a selfdirected research
about the studied
period.
o Select,
organise and use
relevant
information to
produce
structured work,
making
appropriate use
of dates and
terms.
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History – Reception
Half
term

Topic title

Knowledge covered


Marvellous Me:

Autumn 1

My History




Celebrations:

Autumn 2

With a Bang!

Spring 1

Where in the World:
Here, There and
Everywhere

Time Travel:

Spring 2



The Land Before
Time

Begin to make sense of their own life-story and
family’s history.
Identify and compare key changes in our physical
appearance since birth.
Identify how have progressed socially, physically
and academically.
Comment on familiar situations and events in the
past eg: birthdays, starting school, birth of siblings.

Key vocab: growing, family, baby, born, little, yesterday,
before, the same, different, changed
 Understand the past through settings, characters
and events encountered in books read in class and
storytelling.
 Compare and contrast characters from stories,
including figures from the past.
 Recalling the Diwali story of Rama and Sita through
retelling, role play, story mapping and Drawing into
Writing.
 Understand the reason why we celebrate certain
historical events such as Firework Night and
Remembrance Day.

Key vocab: Rama, Sita, Ravanna, Hannuman, Diva
Lantern, Diwali, Festival of Light, Guy Fawkes, Fireworks,
Remember, Poppy, Brave, Proud, Thankful, Celebrate
 Identify transport from Now and Then.
 Comparisons of transport past and present.
 Knowledge of how new forms of travel and
transport may have an impact on the lives of people
in the future, just as the inventions of the car,
train and aeroplane have.
Key vocab: wheels, engine, cobbles, roads, travel,
journey, electricity, steam train, coals, fuel, horse and cart







What were dinosaurs?
How do we know the dinosaurs existed?
Know the difference between herbivores,
carnivores and omnivores.
Recall some names and key features of specific
dinosaurs.
Recognise the significance of fossils to help us learn
more about the Jurassic world.
What is extinction?
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Traditional Tales:

Summer 1

Once Upon a Time

Key vocab: dinosaur, bones, fossils, herbivore, carnivore,
omnivore, teeth, bones, extinct, Jurassic, Dodo,
archeologist, paleontologist, footprint
 Understanding that ‘Once Upon a Time’ refers to a
time in the past.
 Understanding that the moral lessons of Traditional
Tales, such as kindness, friendship and telling the
truth are eternal.
 Retelling stories through story mapping drawing on
time frame phrases such as ‘long ago’ and ‘there
once lived.’
 Comparing historical characters in stories, such as
Princes and Knights to today’s fictional heroes such
as Marvel characters.
Key vocab: Once Upon a time, there once lived, happily
ever after, beginning, ending, suddenly, far away, the end.

Summer 2

All Creatures Great
and Small:
It’s all History!






Identifying how we have changed since we started
in Reception.
Identifying own development and achievements by
looking back through Learning Journey Folders.
Identifying significant events in own life and
creating a timeline.
Understanding what a Time Capsule is and how to
create our own ones.

Key vocab: journey, grown up, next, then, firstly, before,
start, finish, changed.
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History – Year 1

Autumn 1

Half Topic title
term
Black History
Month/
Muhammed Ali
& Black
Sporting
Achievements

Spring 1

Autumn 2

Toys: Past and
Present

HISTORY
REVISITED:
Local history in
living memory

Spring 2

The UK: Kings,
Queens and
Leaders

Knowledge covered


What challenges Muhammed Ali and other Black
athletes face – segregation in sport
 No more segregation in sport – can we think of famous
black athletes that are alive today? Usain Bolt, Kelly
Holmes, Mo Farah
 Identify/recount features of Muhammed Ali’s story and
accurately arrange a short sequence of his life events.
 Complete basic fact file on a chosen Black Athlete using
various sources of information.
Key vocab: Muhammad ali, athletes, segregation, identify,
recount, life events, facts
 Identify toys that are old and toys that are new
 Describe features/similarities/differences of toys today
and toys from the past. Recognise how they have
changed over time
 Know how to find out information about toys from the
past
 Use sources of information to help answer questions
about the toys
Key Vocab: today, the past, same, different, change,
information, source, Victorian, old, new
Use words relating to the passing of time, e.g. long ago, last
week, long before I was born, before
 Use primary and secondary sources to explore how the
local area has changed within living memory
 Review the definition of a primary and secondary
source.
 Describe similarities and differences between the local
area today and another time within living memory
 Identify examples of new and old buildings in the local
area


Know that we live in the UK and it is made of several
countries – name them, recognise the union jack and
that it represents the whole of the UK
 Kings and Queens of UK – who is our Queen now?
What special items do Kings/Queens wear?
 Story of King John – explore through role play – his
promises, the magna carta
 There was a time we did not have a ruler – Charles I –
create storyboard
 It is different now to the past – who makes decisions
about our country? How do they get there? We have a
prime minister.
 Gov’t landmarks in London.
Key vocab: flag, country, union, united, King, Queen, rule,
crown, throne, scepter, orb, ring, royalty, reign, King John,
Barons, prison, trial, tax, power, Charles I, civil war, Magna
Carta, Houses of Parliament, choice, Prime Minister, King
George I, 10 Downing Street

Summer 2

Summer 1
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HISTORY
REVISITED
Christopher
Columbus

HISTORY
REVISITED
My own timeline




Explain why Christopher Columbus was a significant
figure from the past.
Recall key events and achievements in Christopher
Columbus’ life



Sequence significant events in their own life.
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History – Year 2
Half Topic title
term
Mary Seacole
Links to:
Y1 – Muhummed Ali

Knowledge covered




Autumn 1





HISTORY REVISITED:
Timelines
Links to:
Y1 - The UK: Kings,
Queens and Leader

Key vocab: Mary Seacole, Black history month,
historically significant, soldiers, Crimea, nurse, hospitals
 Sequence the reign of significant kings and
queens of the UK
 Recall the story of the gunpowder plot.
 Sequence the life of Queen Elizabeth II.
 Sequence the history of London Zoo

Great Fire of London



Links to:
Y1 - The UK: Kings,
Queens and Leader






Spring 1

Autumn 2



Cross curricular with English – Information books
What is Black History Month?
What it means if someone is ‘historically
significant’ – some children may debate historical
significance
Who Mary Seacole was and why she is still
remembered – how did she help soldiers in
Crimea?
What were hospitals like when Mary Seacole was
alive – compare then and now
Recall some key facts about Mary Seacole’s
experiences
Non-fiction writing – fact file about Mary Seacole

To understand where and when the Great Fire of
London started.
To understand the events of the Great Fire of
London
Find out why the fire spread so quickly and
stayed alight for so long.
To find out about Samuel Pepys and his diary.
Recap what we have found out about the Great
Fire of London.

Spring 2

Key vocab: London, 1666, Samuel Pepys, river thames,
bakers shop, pudding lane, wooden buildings, wind,
smoke, fire services, Monument
HISTORY REVISITED:
London
Links to:
Y1 - Great Fire of
London

HISTORY REVISITED:

Recall key facts about the Great Fire of London

Sequence the events of the Great Fire of London

Sequence key events in London.
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Travel and Transport
Links to:
Y1 – Toys, Past and
Present







Summer 1




Summer 2



HISTORY REVISITED:
By the seaside
(historical sources)
Links to:
-Y2 - Travel and
Transport

Compare modes of transport now and in the past.
To find out about the invention of trains and how
this affected travel.
Find out about the invention of the first motor car,
why and when they were first built.
Spot differences between old and new cars,
sequence a variety of cars in chronological order.
Find out about the first aeroplanes – explore
Leonardo Da Vinci’s drawings
Know who the Wright brothers are and their
mission to invent the first aeroplane.
How planes have changed since the first one was
invented – how do they affect modern life?
Suggest how people might have felt about the
first aeroplane.
First landing on the moon – know about the
Apollo 11 mission. Retell the story of the first
landing.

Key vocab: transport, mode, trains, steam engine,
locomotives, railways, wheels, modern, journey, motor
cars, horse and carriage, aeroplanes, Leonardo da vinci,
invention, wright brothers, 1960s, Apollo 11
 Use primary and secondary sources to explore
what the seaside was like 100 years ago.
 Review the definition of a primary and secondary
source.
 Identify features of the seaside 100 years ago.
 Describe similarities and differences between the
local area today and another time within living
memory
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History – Year 3
Half
term

Topic title
Rosa Parks

Knowledge covered



Links to:

Autumn 1

-

Y1 & 2 BHM
– Person of
historical
significance
–
Muhammad
Ali/Mary
Seacole







Autumn 2



HISTORY
REVISITED:
Timelines
Links to:
Y1 - The UK: Kings,
Queens and Leader
Stone Age to the
Iron Age

Key words: rosa parks, black history month, historically
significant, law, usa, autobiography, boycott, civil rights,
African American, segregation, activitist, racism, equality.
 Sequence the reign of significant kings and queens
of the UK including dates.






Spring 1

What is Black History Month? Recap
What it means if someone is ‘historically significant’ –
some children may debate historical significance Recap
Who Rosa Parks was, when she lived and why she
is still remembered? She broke the law – is this OK?
What were her reasons? What was the impact?
What was the USA like when Rosa Parks was
growing up?
Why didn’t Rosa Parks give up her seat? Was she
simply ‘tired’? Autobiography as a source
What was the Bus boycott? What did this mean for
all Americans?
Children should be able to say what a civil right is –
link to our “Rights Respecting” work.
A brief timeline of Rosa Parks life -Pupils could write
a newspaper article (imagining it is 1955) covering
the events of Rosa Parks' arrest and the bus boycott.




Where the Stone Age get its name
How early man survived in a harsh environment –
what were the challenges faced? what kinds of tools
did they use to survive? How these tools changed.
What is Skara Brae? How was it discovered? What
was found there? Know the names of the items.
Copper ‘child’ – who worked in the copper mines?
Why? What they did. What did copper mean to
people of the Bronze Age?
Reason why Iron Age people wanted to protect their
homes. How comes changed from the Stone Age to
the Iron Age. Use of Hillforts.
Stonehenge - explore reasons why people think it
was built. How has it changed since the stone age?
Roles of Druids.

Key words: Stone age, skara brae, tribe, survival, tools,
copper child, mine, bronze age, iron age, hillforts,
Stonehenge, druids,

Spring 2
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HISTORY
REVISITED: Stone
Age to the Iron Age




Links to:
Y3 - Stone Age to
the Iron Age



Ancient Greece






Links to:
Y3 – Stone Age to
the Iron Age




Summer 1
Summer 2






Use primary and secondary sources to describe what
living in the Stone Age was like.
Review the definition of a primary and secondary
source.
Use images of primary sources to compare tools
used in the Iron, Bronze, Stone Age and today.
Locate the Stone Age to Iron Age on a timeline
Order key events from the Stone Age to Iron Age on
a timeline.
Who the Ancient Greeks were, when they lived and
the order of various events on the timeline of Ancient
Greece
Key facts about the Battle of Marathon and Trojan
war
Know how and why the Greek empire became
successful and describe its political democratic
system
Developing comparison skills using knowledge of the
ancient Greek political system vs modern day
politics.
Knowledge of what sources contribute to our
understanding of Ancient Greece i.e., vases
The Olympics – have they changed over time?
Ancient Greek belief in Gods and Goddesses and
what these looked like in myth.

Key words: ancient Greece, battle of marathon, Trojan
ware, empire, tyrant, vote, democracy, myth, gods,
goddesses, sources, artefact, Olympic games, Persia,
Athenians, Spartans, BC, AD, pottery,

John Ball Curriculum
2021/2022

History – Year 4

Autumn 1

Half Topic title
term
Black History Month Nelson Mandela
Links to:
Y1-3 BHM – Person of
historical significance
– Muhammad Ali/Mary
Seacole/Rosa Parks

Autumn 2







HISTORY REVISITED:
Ancient Greece
Links to:
Y3 - Ancient Greece

Ancient Rome
Links to:
Y3 Ancient Greece
Y3 Stone age to the
Iron Age

Spring 1

Knowledge covered
What is Black History Month? Recap
What it means if someone is ‘historically
significant’ – some children may debate
historical significance - Recap
Who Nelson Mandela, when he lived – a
timeline of significant events in his life. Why he
is still remembered?
What was Apartheid? What did this look like in
South Africa? Living conditions for black people
in South Africa under apartheid
What Nelson Mandela’s impact has been on
today’s world

Key words: Nelson Mandela, black history month,
south Africa, apartheid, president, prison, peace,
human rights, racial prejudice, segregation, treason,
demonstration, life sentence, nobel peace prize
 Locate the Ancient Greek period on a timeline
 Use primary and secondary sources to
describe what living in Ancient Greece was like.
 Use images of primary sources to compare
past times from Ancient Greece and today.
 Order key events from the Ancient Greece on a
timeline.
 Review the definition of a primary and
secondary source.
 Locate the Roman period on a timeline and
know some of the reasons why Romans left
their homelands to move to Britain
 Reasons why the Roman army overcame the
Celts
 Know how, when and why Hadrians wall was
built
 Similarities/differences between the lifestyles of
Romans and Celts
 Who was Boudicca? Story of Boudicca. What
did she look like? Compare and contrast
descriptions
 The revolt of AD60 – storyboard to sequence
events
 Roman Britain life – Taking baths – leisurely –
how was this different to how we take baths
now?
 Life – how and which foods were consumed in
Roman Britain?
 Who and what were gladiators? Slavery
important in Roman Britain.
Key words: Romans, invade, settle, Britain,
occupation, celts, hadrians wall, Boudicca, BC, AD,
revolt, roman baths, gladiators, slavery

Spring 2

John Ball Curriculum
2021/2022
HISTORY REVISITED:
Ancient Greece &
Rome
Links to:
Y3 - Ancient Greece
Y4 - Ancient Rome
Ancient Egypt

Summer 2

Summer 1

Links to:
Y3 Ancient Greece
Y4 Ancient Rome

HISTORY REVISITED:
Timelines
Links to:
Y3 - Ancient Greece
Y4 - Ancient Rome
Y4- Ancient Egypt



Locate the Roman and Ancient Greek period
on a timeline
 Order key events from the Ancient Greece and
Roman Britain on a timeline.
 Use primary and secondary sources to identify
similarities and differences between Ancient
Greece and Ancient Rome.
 Locate Ancient Egypt in time and place and
know the differences between ancient and
modern Egypt
 Landscape of ancient Egypt – importance of
the Nile and how it was used as part of
everyday life.
 The discovery of Tutankhamen’s tomb in 1922
– who discovered it, when and how. Howard
Carter was an archaeologist – what does this
mean?
 Why was this discovery significant? What was
discovered inside the sarcophagus – what do
these artefacts help us to understand about
ancient Egyptians?
 Everyday llife in ancient Egypt – food, religion,
clothing, farming
 Egyptian tombs, pyramids, burial sites – beliefs
in gods and goddesses. Explore process of
mummification.
Key words: Egypt, Africa, ancient, modern, AD, BC,
the Nile, Tutankhamun, Howard Carter, archaeologist,
artefacts, discovery, sarcophagues, tomb, pyramic,
burial site, gods, goddess, mummification, pharaoh,
canopic jars, scarab, flatbread, slave, sickle, desert
 Label Ancient Greece, Ancient Egypt and
Ancient Rome on a timeline.
 Order key events from the Ancient Greece,
Ancient Rome and Ancient Egypt on a timeline.
 Order key events from the 20th and 21st
Century in Europe.

John Ball Curriculum
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History – Year 5

Half
term

Topic title
The Abolition of
Slavery/
Martin Luther King

Knowledge covered


Autumn 1



Links to:
Y1 -4 BHM – Person
of historical
significance –
Muhammad Ali/Mary
Seacole/Rosa
Parks/Nelson
Mandela

HISTORY
REVISITED: Stone
Age to the Iron Age
Links to:
Y3 - Stone Age to
the Iron Age

Spring 1

Vikings and AngloSaxons
Links to:
Y3 - Stone Age to
the Iron Age
Y4 - Ancient Rome






To understand why African slaves were
transported to the Americas and when the slave
trade ended.
Key facts about the conditions faced by slaves
during the journey across the ‘middle
passage’/’Atlantic passage’.
Know the conditions in which slaves lived once
they arrived in the Americas
Key facts about the abolitionists – who they were,
timeline, methods used, why abolition was
opposed.
Did things really change because slavery was
abolished? Jump forward to Martin Luther King as
significant individual – look at key facts – where
does he sit on the timeline? He still needed to act
against discrimination.

Key words: Slavery, Africa, America, slave trade,
middle/atlantic passage, abolitionists, protest, martin luther
king, discrimination, Christian, I have a dream, boycott,
Washington, equality, civil rights, racism, pastor, freedom,
march
 Use primary and secondary sources to describe
what living in the Stone Age was like and compare
with life today.
 Use images of primary sources to compare tools
used in the Iron, Bronze, Stone Age and today and
evaluate how technology has developed.
 Locate the Stone Age to Iron Age on a timeline
 Order key events from the Stone Age to Iron Age
on a timeline, including dates
 Life in Britain before the first Viking invasion in the
7 Anglo-Saxon kingdoms. When and why romans
left Britain. Why was this period referred to as the
Dark Ages?
 Struggles for power between the 7 kingdoms. Key
facts about the first Viking invasions – who the
Vikings were and where they came from. Events
surrounding the attack at Lindisfarne 793.
 Subsequent attacks and key information about the
peace treaty giving Vikings control of the north east
of England.
 The reign of Alfred the Great – his work to unify the
kingdoms among other things and how he
impacted anglo-saxon life.
 Everyday life for Vikings who settled in England –
how this differed to their anglo-saxon counterparts

John Ball Curriculum
2021/2022



Identify key figures and events that led to the unity
of England led by a single Viking king by 1016.
What remains of Viking legacy today?
End of the Anglo-saxon and Viking era in Britain –
death of the king – norman conquest and the Battle
of Hastings.

Spring 2

Key words: invasion, raids, Vikings, anglo-saxons,
romans, dark ages, Lindisfame, peace treaty, England,
Alfred the Great norman conquest, battle of hastings,
Danegeld, wergild
HISTORY
REVISITED: Ancient
Civilisations



Links to:
Y3 - Ancient Greece
Y4 - Ancient Rome
Y4- Ancient Egypt



Early Islamic
Civilisation



Summer 1

Links to:
Y3 Ancient Greece
Y4 Ancient Rome
Y4 Ancient Egypt












Label Ancient Greece, Ancient Egypt, Ancient
Rome and Shang Dynasty on a timeline.
Order key events from the Ancient Greece, Ancient
Rome and Ancient Egypt on a timeline.
Put events from the Shang Dynasty in
chronological order.
Use primary and secondary sources to describe
what living in the Shang Dynasty period was like
and compare with life in China today.
Know who Muhammad was and that he is
regarded the final messenger of Islam. How
muslims were split into two groups after his death,
and some of their differing beliefs.
How the first caliphate was formed – know roles
and responsibilities of a caliph.
Know some key facts about Baghdad and some
reasons why it became a major world power –
what was its cultural and locational significance.
The silk road trade route – items offered for trade,
and significance of perfume.
What the House of Wisdom was and name some
key figures who studied there. Understand and
explain the impact of early Islamic medicinal
practice, inventions and discoveries made on the
wider world.
Recognise and describe some features of Islamic
art.

Key words: Islam, Muslims, Islamic civilisation,
Muhammad, Prophet (messenger), shia, sunni, caliphate,
Baghdad, silk road trade route, perfume, house of wisdom,
Ibn Battuta, Islamic geometry, medicine

Summer 2

John Ball Curriculum
HISTORY
2021/2022REVISITED:
Timelines – Europe
Links to:
Y1-Muhammad Ali
Y3 - Rosa Parks





Order key events from the 20th and 21st Century in
Europe.
Identify key periods of continuity and change in the
last 100 years.
Use primary and secondary sources to identify
similarities and differences between post-war
Britain and today.

John Ball Curriculum
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History – Year 6
Half
term

Topic title

Knowledge covered

Windrush 1948 - A
Journey



Links to:
Y1-5 Black History
Month



Autumn 1
Autumn 2




Spring 1



HISTORY
REVISITED: Early
Islamic Civilisation

Spring 2

Key words: immigration, empire, passengers, voyage,
Caribbean, race, discrimination, residence, commonwealth,
citizen, docked
 Order key events from Early Islamic Civilisation,
including dates.
 Recall key facts about Baghdad and some reasons
why it became a major world power

Links to:
Y5 - Early Islamic
Civilisation
Medicine and
Disease

Summer 1

Key dates on a timeline of recent British history and
key facts about what Britain was like in 1948 after the
world war.
What is Windrush? Who the windrush generation
were, where they came from and why. What life was
like in the west indies, and why many chose to leave.
How the arrival of the Windrush impacted life in
Britain – know about the issues that the Windrush
generation faced.
Know about reasons for and against boarding the
windrush that people would have considered at the
time.
Know about what life was like for a 1950 Caribbean
immigrant in Britain.



Practices of prehistoric civilization vs ancient
Egyptians – comparison
 Know about famous greek physicians such as
Links to:
Hippocrates/Galen and their influence on medicine
Y3 Stone Age to the
and theory on diseases. Rise of the roman empire
iron Age
and views around keeping fit and healthy compared
Y3 Ancient Greece
to modern views
Y4 The world
 Key facts about medieval medicine – how it spread
Y4 Ancient Rome
across the country and the ways people tried to cure
Y4 Ancient Egypt
themselves of it. How the black plague impacted
Y5 Early Islamic
people and their beliefs during this period.
Civilisation
 Medical practices and folk cures of the tudor period
Identify some key 19th century figures who changed medical
practices. Compare thoughts/beliefs around the beginning of
the Victorian period vs at the end. How was medical care
improved at this time.
Key words: medical practice, prehistoric civilisations,
ancient Egyptians, Hippocrates, Galen, theory, disease,
medieval, cure, black plague, faith, epidemic, folk cure
HISTORY
 Create a timeline of America from discovery to today,
REVISITED:
including Christopher Columbus, slavery, civil rights
Timelines
movement, emigration to UK (WIndrush)
 Create a world timeline between 1100BC and
Y1-Muhammad Ali
1500AD, plotting the time periods studied previously
Y1 – Christopher
in the John Ball Curriculum.
Columbus
Y3 - Rosa Parks

John Ball Curriculum
2021/2022
Y5-Abolition of
slavery.
Y6 - Windrush

Summer 2

The Mayans



Know key facts about the Maya civilisation and
explain who the Maya people were and when and
Links to:
where in the world they lived - name major features
Y1 – Christopher
and cities
Columbus
 Know about some of the ancient maya religion
Y3 Stone Age to the
rituals and who their main Maya gods were,
iron Age
describing them in detail
Y3 Ancient Greece
 Write some Maya numbers – know what
Y4 The world
syllabograms and logograms are and be able to
Y4 Ancient Rome
combine them to create glyph blocks
Y4 Ancient Egypt
 Know what the Mayan writing system consists of,
Y6 Timelines
how words are constructed and what codices are.
Corn and chocolate were important foods – children to be
able to identify reasons for this
Key words: Maya/mayan, civilisation, Mesoamerica, cacao,
maize, sacrifice, worship, blood-letting, ritual, Xibalba,
upperworld, base 10, base 20, vigesimal number system,
evidence, primary source, secondary source, lithography,
camera lucida, chichen itza, Palenque, hieroglyphs,
syllabogram, logogram, codices, codex

